
  
 

 

Name: Morgan Baer Blaska 
Company: Trammell Crow Company 
Position:  Senior Associate, Development and Investment 
Age:  29 
Education: 

• Stanford University, Stanford Graduate School of Business, MBA 
• Washington University in St. Louis, BSBA 
 
Years in Real Estate:  2 years 
 

1. What led you to work in the Real Estate industry? Describe your current responsibilities: 
 
Growing up in a real estate family, I saw firsthand how development can transform a community 
and energize an economy.  Since I was young, I had imagined a future career in real estate but 
wasn’t sure when/how that would happen. It wasn’t until I was back in school and interviewed 
with the TCC team here in Chicago that it clicked for me– this is an industry where I’m 
energized by the people, the problem-solving, and most importantly, the strategic optimism to 
keep deals moving forward.  
 
At TCC, I am responsible for supporting new business development, due diligence, financial 
oversight, and project management across our portfolio of developments. In my role, I am 
primarily focused on our industrial, life science, and office developments in Chicagoland and 
across the greater Midwest. 

 
2. Who has been the biggest influence in your career? 

 
Since moving to Chicago, I have been lucky to learn so much from mentors like Grady Hamilton 
and John Carlson and others across our national platform. But I would say that my dad is 
definitely the biggest influence in my career– from driving around as a kid to check on his 
buildings to brainstorming now on current trends, I admire how he has built his career on 
developing trust and positively impacting the communities he operates in.  

 
3. Where do you see yourself in 5-10 years? 

 



  
 

Over the next 10years, my goal is to continue showing up every day with an energy and 
excitement towards bringing value to my Trammell Crow team and contributing meaningfully to 
local communities with the developments we pursue. 

 
4. How long have you been involved with NAIOP and what do you view as the benefits of your 

NAIOP Developing Leader membership? 
 
I first got involved with NAIOP 3 years ago when I was a student at the GSB. Being new to the 
real estate industry, I was able to lean heavily on the larger NAIOP network – attending a ton of 
events, connecting with established professionals, and even putting my skills to the test through 
a case competition. There is no better way to gain exposure to the industry and build your 
network than through the NAIOP DL Program. 
 

5. What are the three most important qualities you think a real estate young professional should 
possess? 
 
Patience, humility, and unrelenting drive.  
 

6. What is the most important lesson you have learned during your career? 
 
When I first joined Trammell Crow, I wanted to be full speed on Day 1, but the reality of this 
business is that experience is key. And experience comes with time…. So I learned quickly to 
slow down, be humble, and push myself to always be learning from my peers and mentors. It’s 
important lay this foundation early and grow from there! 

 
7. What is the best piece of professional advice you have been given? 

 
Early in my career, I had a director remind me to always “see the forest beyond the trees”. It is 
so easy to get caught up in the never-ending list of daily tasks but more important to pause and 
understand the bigger picture.  
 

8. Tell us about a project or accomplishment that you consider most significant in your career: 
 
I couldn’t be more honored to work on the Fulton Labs portfolio – Trammell Crow’s life sciences 
ecosystem within Chicago’s hottest neighborhood, Fulton Market. Fulton Labs is so much more 
than a building, but rather a foundational component to catalyze Chicago’s life sciences industry 
and drive innovation. It’s energizing to be a part of such a structural shift for our city and 
scientific development.  

q 
9. Outside of work, how do you enjoy spending your time? 

 
I’m a rec-league sport fanatic – volleyball, softball, kickball, you name it – I’m always up to join a 
team! Nothing makes me happier than being outdoors in the summer and being competitive with 
my friends.  
 



  
 

10. What’s your motto or personal mantra? 
 
Persistence + optimism is critical to succeed. 
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